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The B and RB engines are often referred to as "wedge" engines because they use
wedge-shaped combustion chambers ; this differentiates them from Chrysler's Hemi big block
engines that are typically referred to as "Hemi" or " Hemi" due to their hemispherical shaped
combustion chambers. The would continue in production until the end of the series, albeit only
for truck installation. The last 'B-RB' wedge-headed engine was produced in August , ending the
era of Chrysler "big-block" engines. The is classified as a big block engine. All parts except for
the pistons are fully compatible with the Plymouth called their versions of the early B engine the
Commando , variants of which included the Golden Commando and Sonoramic Commando. The
would last until the end of the series, albeit for trucks only. In its early years, the horsepower
was optional on many vehicles, and standard on, among others, the Dodge The had a fuel
injected version in only. The cu in B engine â€” not to be confused with the RB version â€” was
essentially a larger bore version of the and , using a 4. This venerable engine was introduced in
Dodge's version, the D had a cross-ram induction manifold and dual four-barrel carburetors as
options. In some Dodge applications, this engine was labeled as the Magnum , while the
Plymouth version was called the Golden Commando. Both came with a dual point distributor in
high-performance versions. The became the standard model Mopar performance engine for the
next decade. The big bore allowed for larger, 2. The engines featured the same basic ram
induction system as the Chrysler F's RB engines named Sonoramic Commando when sold in
Plymouth form. The later Magnum starting in used the Magnum heads, camshaft, and exhaust
manifolds. Chrysler increased the bore size of the to create the Its bore of 4. All parts except for
the pistons were interchangeable between the and Crankshafts were of cast iron composition.
All three versions used the same 8. The was used in car, truck, and motorhome chassis.
Horsepower and torque ratings gradually declined through the years due to the addition of more
federally mandated emissions controls, until all Chrysler passenger vehicle big-block
production ceased in Due to its large factory bore size, short compared to RB engines deck
height, and bottom end strength that is greater than any other production B or RB engine due to
extra material added around the main bearing caps, [4] B engine blocks have become a popular
choice for high-performance engine build ups. The RB engines, produced from to , are
raised-block taller versions of the B engines. All RB wedge engines share a deck height of Bore
center distance is 4. All RBs are oversquare. It was only available in and on the US-built
Chrysler Windsors and Saratogas ; one of Trenton Engine's lines had been converted to the
new RB engine to make the , and demand for the B engine was too high for the remaining line.
The solution was to create a RB to fill the gap until the plant figured out how to quickly switch
from one block to the other. It was also used in medium and heavy trucks including
truck-tractors such as the C , up until It has a bore of 4. During that period, it powered almost all
Chrysler New Yorker and all Imperial models, and was also available on the lesser Chryslers,
Dodge Polara , Dodge Monaco , and Plymouth Fury as an alternative to the B-block and the
A-block It continued as standard on the G, and remained on the option sheets for Chrysler s
through The Wedge served as Chrysler's main performance engine until the introduction of the
Hemi. After , it would be used only in Dodges and Plymouths. The Max Wedge was a race-only
version of the Wedge engine offered from the factory. Known as the Super Stock Plymouth and
Ramcharger Dodge, the Max Wedge featured high-flow cylinder heads developed through
state-of-the-art at the time airflow testing. The blocks were a special severe-duty casting with
larger oil-feed passages than other RB engines, and the blocks were stress-relieved by the
factory. Induction came by means of a cross-ram intake manifold tuned for peak power above
rpm and two Carter AFBSA 4-barrel carburetors. The Max Wedge also included high-flow
cast-iron exhaust manifolds that, on the later versions, resembled steel tube headers. Before
the end of the model year, Chrysler introduced the Stage II Max Wedge with improved
combustion chamber design and an improved camshaft. A Street Wedge block was also
available in and It bears little relation to the Max Wedge except for basic architecture and
dimensions. It was an increased-bore version of the standard New Yorker single 4-barrel engine.
It had a light wall construction, precision cast-iron block, with iron heads and a bore of 4. In ,
changes were made to the horsepower ratings of vehicle engines from gross engine only,
without air cleaner, exhaust system, alternator, or other power-consuming components to net
with alternator, air cleaner, mufflers, and other vehicle equipment installed. The new rating
system produced lower, more realistic numbers for any given engine. At the same time,
emissions regulations were demanding cleaner exhaust. Engines including the were made with
reduced compression, modified cam timing, and other tuning measures to comply with the
newly tightened emissions regulations. It was also available in marine and heavy-duty
commercial applications until that year. Chrysler also offers complete new 'crate' engines
through its Mopar parts division in various displacements, these engines are built from entirely
new parts. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for
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series engines were used in cars, trucks, buses, and boats, as well as for industrial pumps and
other equipment. Ford produced the engine from and ceased production in Aftermarket support
has continued, with replacement parts as well as many newly engineered and improved
components. In Ford vehicles, the FE primarily powered full and midsize cars and trucks. Some
of the models in which the FE was installed:. In addition to its use in Ford and Mercury branded
vehicles, the FE was also sold to third parties for use in their own products such as buses, and
boats. Also, the FE was used to power irrigation pumps, generators and other machinery where
long-running, low-rpm, reliable service was required. Ford regularly made updates to the design
of the FE which appear as engineering codes or variations in casting numbers of parts. In
addition to production casting codes, Ford also made use of "SK" and "XE" numbers if the
parts were one-offs or developmental designs not approved for production. The FE block was
manufactured using a thinwall casting technique, where Ford engineers determined the
required amount of metal and re-engineered the casting process to allow for consistent
dimensional results. This weight saving was significant to boaters and racers. The FE was
popular in V-drive marine applications, available as a factory option in Century boats. Beginning
in , the U. In the s, most organized racing events required either stock components or
components that were readily available to the general public. Many drag racing and road racing
organizations had similar rules, which contributed to a wide range of performance parts being
made available through Ford dealership parts counters. In addition, aftermarket suppliers
produced performance parts and accessories. The use of the FE by Ford itself as the
powerplant in many of its racing programs and performance vehicles resulted in constant
improvements and engineering changes over the course of its life. Racing-inspired changes to
the FE which later made it to production engines included the side-oiler block, which directed
oil first to the lower portions of the block. Tiny Lund won the biggest race of the year, the
Daytona , with s finishing first through fifth. Ford won 23 races to Plymouth's The Plymouths
earned all their victories on the short tracks while Ford dominated the super speedways,
Chevrolet finished with eight wins and Pontiac had four. In , Ford had their best season ever,
with 30 wins. Dodge was second with 14, while Plymouth had Fred Lorenzen won the Atlanta
and proceeded to beat Dodges and Plymouths, which were using Hemi engines, in six of the
next seven races. Chrysler's Hemi was banned as well, returning in after a de-tuned version was
installed in a production vehicle that year. For the season, Ford developed its own version of a
hemi-chambered engine, the single overhead cam SOHC "Cammer" which used a single
chain-driven overhead camshaft per head to operate the valves in its hemi. Also in , Ford and
Carroll Shelby began production of a new and improved Cobra using a cubic inch 7. A new
chassis was built enlarging 3" main tubing to 4", with coil springs all around. The new car also
had wide fenders and a larger radiator opening. In , the rules of the race were changed, limiting
displacement to cubic inches under certain circumstances. Ford won the following two years
using its Ford Windsor smallblock in the GT It used factory-supplied tunnel port heads, a
mechanical fuel injection system mounted on a crossram intake manifold, and a revised dry
sump oiling system, but met with only limited success. But it was the Ford company itself which
developed the most potent products and platforms for the drag-racer. Beginning in and
continuing through , Ford made lightweight versions of its popular Galaxie model using
aluminum, fiberglass and specially chosen components emphasizing light weight over comfort
or style. Many parts were simply not put on the vehicle, such as a passenger side windshield
wiper, sound deadening, armrests, heater, and radio. The car driven by Bill Lawton won the
class. For the model year, Ford introduced the two-door Fairlane sedan-based Thunderbolt.
Modified to accept a high-riser engine, it featured a teardrop-shaped bubble hood to clear the
induction system and drivetrain components from the larger Galaxie model. The two inner
headlights were eliminated and replaced with air inlets ducted directly to the two four-barrel
carbs. It was an industry first, the only time that a turn key drag car was made available to the

general public. In every decade since, the FE has held drag-racing records. In , an FE-powered
vehicle set the land speed record for the U. Tony Densham set the new British land speed
record of just over The FE-powered vehicle beat the official British wheel-driven record over the
flying and kilometer distances, until then held by Sir Malcolm Campbell, of The FE engine is
used extensively in custom installations. The extensive availability of multi-carburetor and other
exotic intakes, as well as many other "dress-up parts", has contributed to its use where the
engine would be shown off. It fit under the hood along with the Bat-ray, Bat-ram, a
nose-mounted aluminum chain slicer and all the associated support hardware of the 5,pound
vehicle. One dragstrip version was equipped with a Holman-Moody prepped FE with dual quads,
which would be launched in second gear and spin its tires the entire quarter-mile length of the
track. This "Green Hornet" [15] had a custom independent rear suspension, four-wheel disc
brakes and a Conelec electronically controlled port fuel injection system. It had a 5. The FE and
FT engines are Y-block designsâ€”so-called because the cylinder block casting extends below
the crankshaft centerline, giving great rigidity and support to the crankshaft's bearings. In these
engines, the casting extends 3. Blocks were cast in two major groups: top-oiler and side-oiler.
The top-oiler block sent oil to the top center first, the side-oiler block sent oil along a passage
located on the lower side of the block first. All FE and FT engines have a bore spacing distance
between cylinder centers of 4. The main journal crankshaft bearing diameter is 2. Within the
family of Ford engines of the time, the FE was neither the largest nor smallest block. Because
the FE was never a completely static design and was constantly being improved by Ford,
references to a particular version of the FE can become difficult. Generally though, most FEs
can be described using the following descriptors:. These descriptions actually refer to the
intakes used with the heads The high-riser intake required a bubble in the hood of cars it was
installed in for clearance. While the low and medium riser heads could be used in combination
with either low or medium riser intakes, the high riser head required a high-riser intake due to
the increased height of the intake port. The medium riser's intake port is actually shorter in
height, though wider, than the low-riser's port. The high-riser's ports are taller than either the
low or medium-riser ports. Low-riser intakes have the carburetor placed relatively low so that
the air-fuel mix must follow a more convoluted path to the chamber. Within the major head
groups, there were also differences in chamber designs, with small chambers, machined
chambers and large chambers. The size and type of chamber affected the compression ratio, as
well as the overall performance characteristics of the engine. The smallest displacement FE
engine was the It was used in Ford-brand cars in and , domestically marketed U. Introduced in
as part of the Interceptor line of Ford V8 engines, the Ford of It is a stroked with 3. When these
engines were introduced, they were called Interceptor V-8 on the base models and Interceptor
Special V-8 on the 4-barrel models. The Interceptor was the base-performance engine in Edsel
engines were assembled in Cleveland Ohio, and Dearborn Michigan. Edsel engines were
available to U. It has a bore of a 4. The used the same block, heads and other parts as a , this
makes them indistinguishable from each other unless the stroke is measured. The , with It was
the most common FE engine in later applications, used in many Ford cars as the standard
engine as well as in many trucks. It was a popular high-performance engine; [33] although not
as powerful as the and models, it provided good performance, particularly in lighter-weight
vehicles. The engine used a new 4. The larger bore required a new block casting design
allowing for thicker walls, but otherwise was very similar to the block. Testing of the , with its
higher power levels, led to cross-bolted mains â€” that is, main bearing caps that were secured
not only by bolts at each end coming up from beneath, but also by bolts coming in from the
sides through the block. A custom fit spacer was used between the cap and the block face. This
design prevented the main bearing caps from "walking" under extreme racing conditions, and
can be found today in many of the most powerful and modern engines from many
manufacturers. The engine, used in and Mercurys see Ford MEL engine regarding senior series
Edsels , used the same 4. The standard crankshaft was used, which meant that the , like the ,
used external balancing. A compression ratio of The V8 was produced as both a top-oiler and
side-oiler. Introduced in , its true displacement was The stroke was the same as the at 3. The
block was made of cast iron with an especially thickened deck to withstand higher
compression. The cylinders were cast using cloverleaf moldsâ€” the corners were thicker all
down the wall of each cylinder. Many s used a steel crankshaft and all were balanced internally.
Most s used solid valve lifters with the exception of the block which was drilled for use with
hydraulic lifters. Space-saving tunnel-port heads with matching intakes were available, which
routed pushrods through the intake's ports in brass tunnels. As an engine designed for racing,
it had many performance parts available both from the factory and the aftermarket. Two
different blocks were produced, the top oiler and side oiler. The top oiler version was the earlier
and delivered oil to the cam and valvetrain first and the crank second. The side oiler, introduced

in , sent oil to the crank first and the cam and valvetrain second. This was similar to the oiling
design from the earlier Y-block. The engine was available with low-rise, medium-rise, or
high-rise heads, and either single or double four-barrel carburetors on an aluminum manifold
matched to each head design. Ford never released an official power rating. FE exhausts. Left to
right: Factory Ford cast iron header, aftermarket header with crossover tubes, aftermarket Tri-Y
design, Factory Ford design "bundle-of-snakes" for use in the GT FE injection manifolds.
Tunnelport intake showing the brass tubes for the pushrods to pass through. The Ford block
was closer dimensionally to the smaller cu. The Ford FE's deck height of For comparison, the
Hemi has a deck height of The engine was based on the high performance side-oiler block,
providing race-proven durability. The block and associated parts were largely unchanged, but
an idler shaft replaced the camshaft in the block, which necessitated plugging the remaining
camshaft bearing oiling holes. The cast-iron heads were designed with hemispherical
combustion chambers and a single overhead camshaft over each head, operating
shaft-mounted roller rocker arms. The valvetrain consisted of valves larger than those on Ford
wedge head engines, made out of stainless steel and with sodium -filled exhaust valves to
prevent the valve heads from burning, and dual valve springs. This design allowed for high
volumetric efficiency at high engine speed. The idler shaft in the block in place of the camshaft
was driven by the timing chain and drove the distributor and oil pump in conventional fashion.
The length of this chain made precision timing of the camshafts an issue at high RPM. The
engine also had a dual-point distributor with a transistorized ignition amplifier system, running
12 amps of current through a high-output ignition coil. The engines were essentially hand-built
for racing, with combustion chambers fully machined to reduce variability. Nevertheless, Ford
recommended blueprinting before use in racing applications. Ford's hopes to counter Chrysler
were, however, cut short. This was due to the motor not being available in a factory production
motor vehicle. With its 4. Therefore, Ford combined attributes that had worked well in previous
incarnations of the FE â€” a 3. This engine was also available as standard equipment in and in
the Mercury S The Cobra Jet was a performance version of the FE. Launched in April , it was
built on a regular production line using a variety of cylinder heads [43] combined with a CFM
Holley four-barrel carburetor. A Holman and Moody specially prepared "stripper", which carried
no sound deadener, undercoating, or any optional factory equipment, was used as the
introductory press car in Historical road test data on actual production CJ cars suggest peak
output in the neighborhood of SAE Net "as installed" HP, using published trap speed and "as
tested" weights, and Hale's trap speed formula. The engine lived up to expectations as four of
the cars made it to their respective class finals. The Super Cobra Jet also known as the SCJ
used the same top end, pistons, cylinder heads, camshaft, valve train, induction system,
exhaust manifolds, and engine block as the Cobra Jet. However, the crankshaft and connecting
rods were strengthened and associated balancing altered for drag racing. A nodular iron
crankshaft casting 1UA was used as well as heavier "Le Mans" connecting rods with capscrews
instead of bolts for greater durability. The heavier connecting rods and the removal of the
centre counterweight on the stock Cobra Jet crankshaft 1UA , required an external weight on
the snout of the crankshaft for balancing. A Super Cobra Jet engine with oil cooler was
standard equipment when the "Drag Pack" option which came when selecting either a 3. In
addition, while the CJ and SCJ engines used the same autothermic piston casting, the
piston-to-bore clearance specification between the CJ and SCJ engines is slightly different, with
the SCJ engines gaining a slightly looser fit to permit higher operating temperature. By the mids
the FE had been used in Ford vehicles extensively across three decades. To replace it, Ford had
developed the series engines , commonly referred to as "Cleveland" engines, and the series
engines. The last FE was installed in a production vehicle in , and in the late s the Dearborn
Engine Plant that produced the FE engines was completely retooled to produce the 1. The FE's
thinwall casting production method was innovative and forward-looking in the mid, resulting in
lower weight and dramatically reduced production costs. Ford's competitors at the time
required thicker castings to mask the flaws and defects that resulted from their processes.
Improving quality and allowing thinner walls was accomplished through many engineering
improvements, including reducing the number of cores required to cast an engine block. Fewer
cores made it easier to assemble the overall mold for casting and reduced the number of
potential problems. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Pair of FEs
used in an Ed Roth custom. Temple Car Tech, Inc. Random House. Retrieved Retrieved on
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